
The Super-reversal Effect: An Exploration into 
“It’s How the World is”  
The super-reversal effect (Clarke & Blake, 1997) is the finding that events are easier to predict 
backwards from the future into the past (only knowing the future), than forwards from the past into 
the future (only knowing the past). This counter-intuitive effect is separate from the robust hindsight 
bias: “the tendency to over-estimate the degree to which one would have been able to predict the 
outcome of an event… after the event has occurred” (Fischoff, 1975). The super-reversal effect 
necessitates that when predicting backwards, there is no knowledge of the past. The effect was first 
noticed using sequence analysis of car accident case files (Clarke et al, 1995) and simultaneously 
contemplating the irreversibility of conditional properties (A leads to B does not imply B comes from 
A) (Clarke & Blake, 1997). Unpublished studies (Stokes, 1990; Thomas, 1996) demonstrated the 
super-reversal effect before it was originally termed. For an overview of the super-reversal 
literature’s findings see Figure 1.  

 
 

A Summary of Results (published and unpublished) 
  Super- None Sub- 
Narrative (road accidents) (Stravi, unpublished) * 

  Narrative (violence) (Clarke & Blake, 1997) * 
  Narrative (life stories) (Clarke & Blake, 1997) * 
  Narrative (construction accidents) (Stokes, 1990 unpublished; Thomas, 1996 

unpublished) * 
  Narritive (football) (Parry, 2002) *     

Language (words in a sentence) (Harmon, 1998)   *   
Language (dialogue) (Mirfin, 1999) 

 
* 

 Images (football) (Parry, 2002) *     
Decision Game (chess) (Smith, 2009 unpublished)    *   
Decision Game (poker) (Andreou, 2010 unpublished)     * 
Emotional patterns (long term relationship) (Chow, 2004 unpublished; Banks, 
2009) 

 
* 

 Graphs Time/Space confound (Tan, 1999 unpublished)     * 
Graphs  Space Polynormal General (Tan, 1999 unpublished) 

 
* 

 Graphs Space Poly. General (Future) (Tan, 1999 unpublished) 
  

* 
Graphs Space Poly. Physics (Tan, 1999 unpublished) * 

  Graphs Space Raw Physics (Tan, 1999 unpublished)   *   
Graphs Time Poly. General (Tan, 1999 unpublished) 

 
* 

 Graphs Time Poly. General (Rt.wards) (Tan, 1999 unpublished) 
  

* 
Graphs Time Raw General (Tan, 1999 unpublished) 

  
* 

Graphs Time Raw General (Rt.wards) (Tan, 1999 unpublished) 
  

* 
Graphs Time Poly. Physics (Tan, 1999 unpublished) 

 
* 

 Graphs Time Raw Physics (Tan, 1999 unpublished) 
  

* 
Graphs Time Raw Physics (Rt.wards) (Tan, 1999 unpublished)     * 

 

Figure 1. A summary of results (Super- backward, Sub- forward) adapted from “Super-reversal in 
judgemental forecasting.”  (Clarke, 1999) Adapted with permission. 

 



 
Rationale  
Four potential explanations have been offered for the super-reversal effect (Clarke & Blake, 1977). 
These explanations are: (1) it’s an artefact of the experiment, (2) it’s due to properties of language, 
(3) it’s what people are good at, and (4) it’s the way the world is built. Studies on the super-reversal 
effect have thus far contemplated and empirically investigated the potential experimental confounds, 
the asymmetry of the sequences used, narratives and language, and individual differences such as 
expertise, and gender (Andreou, 2010 unpublished). However, asides from a mention in Clarke and 
Blake’s (1997) paper, properties of the world and time in relation to the super-reversal effect, have 
not been theoretically explored in detail. This paper withholds from making any committal 
conclusions about the explanations for the super-reversal effect. Instead this paper has collated, and 
made coherent, all four of the super-reversal explanation’s, before delving deeper into the 4th 
explanation: “it’s how the world is”. A novel Biocentric approach to the 4th explanation will also be 
introduced. Areas which could benefit from further empirical investigation are also highlighted, and 
suggestions made, throughout. 
 

1 An Artefact of the Experiment 
 
This section is kept brief due to the belief that sufficient control has now been established for 
potential confounds in the super-reversal experiment design. Overall experimental designs used 
have strengthened significantly since Stokes (1990) where by the design was critiqued for evoking a 
backwards bias (Clarke, 1999; Stravi, unpublished). Clarke and Blake’s (1997) experiment 1 used 
subjects who were blind to the nature of the experiment to pool alternative events. This was to 
eliminate bias arising from the experimenters thinking up items which favoured the 
forward/backward condition. Each set of options contained: the real event, two events drawn at 
random from a pool of possible future events, and two drawn from the pool of possible past events. 
For further details on the procedure see Clarke and Blake (1997). In experiment 2, Clarke and Blake 
created no artificial events, as the alternatives were real autobiographical events which had taken 
place at different times in the same person’s life. This ensured all the events had the same likeliness 
of occurring. Despite controlling for directional biases ensuing from the experimental procedure, 
super-reversal effects have persisted (i.e. Clarke & Blake, 1997).  
 

2  A Property of Language and Narratives 
 
The super-reversal effect is most prominent in narrative descriptions of sequences of events 
(Figure1). Therefore perhaps there is something about the way in which the narrative is constructed 
which links each event in a story more strongly to its past than to its future. Obvious cues such as 
anaphors were removed from the test materials. However there may be other hidden, less obvious, 
cues present which subjects are subconsciously picking up on. For example, there may be a 
tendency for descriptions of events to become more specific, or have more detail, as the narrative 
unfolds (Clarke & Blake, 1997). Therefore a word could be a cue to later words, but not past words. 
Or the first event in the backwards condition may have more information available about that event, 
than the first event in the forwards condition, making it a better starting point. Using artificial 
narratives, it’s been shown that backwards transitional properties of language are processed 



(Perruchet  &  Desaulty, 2008). Backward transitional properties may in fact be more useful than 

forward (Pelucchi et al, 2009). For example “the dog”: the  probability of “the” preceding “dog” is 0.25, 

much higher than the probability of “dog” following “the” (0.002) (Perruchet  &  Desaulty, 2008). 

However such examples cannot generalise to all word pairings (Willits et  al, 2009). Variation in 
directional properties could account for why some narrative materials have not yielded super-
reversal effects (Banks, 2009). Non-narrative lingual materials have also been investigated. No 
directional effects were found by Harmon (1998) who asked participants to predict words in a 
sentence; or by Mirfin (1999) who used dialogue from real life and television soaps. These studies 
suggest that there could be something special about the narrative, not language, which makes it 
easier to predict backwards. Future research should investigate whether the positive findings for 
narratives transfer to non-linguistic materials, such as picture stories. 
 
Although support for a narrative hypothesis appears to be building, there is conflicting evidence from 
Parry’s (2002) unpublished study. In non-narrative images of action sequences in a football game, a 
super-reversal effect emerged. Parry argued that previous visual materials (i.e. graphs: Tann, 1999; 
Armfelt, 1999) which failed to find a super-reversal effect, was due to the visual representations 
being disconnected to the way people are exposed to action sequences in the real world. Parry’s 
findings evoke the need to explore other ecologically valid representations of real world action 
sequences, such as film clips, to find the limitations of the super-reversal effect outside of language 
and narratives. Future research should also investigate lingual limitations by testing directional 
predictabilities in pseudo sentences, and larger chunks of qualitatively different types of text (i.e. 
narrative verse journalistic reports) (Clarke & Blake, 1997). It would also be interesting to test 
directional predictabilities in different languages, which vary in their forwards and backwards 
transitional properties. Spanish has ‘backwards verbs’ such as “me gusta” which translates to “is 
pleasing to me”. For example, “me gusta el libro” – “the book is pleasing to me”. In English we would 
say “I like the book”. In Spanish it is the responsibility of other things and people to please you, 
rather than for you to go out actively liking things. Thus in this example the direction of ‘liking’ is 
reversed. Different verb types within languages would therefore also be interesting to investigate. 
 

3  It’s What People Are Good At 

Perhaps humans are simply better at predicting backwards than they are forward. This could 
theoretically derive either innately from our genes, or be learnt through practice. People, it can be 
said, are more practiced at giving an explanation for something, than they are at predicting what is 
going to happen next. Could this tendency for humans to find explanations for things explain the 
super-reversal effect? Due to the properties of time, people only look back when they already know 
the past, or at least when the past has the potential to be retrieved (i.e. when solving a crime). This 
suggests people are more practised at looking forward while not knowing the future, than looking 
back while not knowing the past. Practice explanations into the super-reversal only follow if skills 
acquired from looking backwards when knowing the past, transfer to when people do not know the 
past. Alternatively the converse to practice effects could be true. Subjects may concentrate harder in 
the experiment’s backward condition, due to not being practiced at predicting the past; or due to the 
novel artificial situation they are in (knowing the future but not knowing the past).  



Practice explanations for the super-reversal effect have been investigated. Andreou (2010) 
investigated biases in subject’s predictions of forwards/backwards poker sequences. When playing 
poker it pays to be good at looking forwards, anticipating and predicting your opponent’s moves. In 
line with the poker domain, Andreou (2010) found a sub-reversal effect (forward bias). Thus it is 
possible that the poker domain brought about a bias to be better/more practiced at forward thinking, 
which made it easier to predict forward. It’s possible that the domains in which super-reversal effects 
occur, are the domains in which there is a bias to consider the past over the future. This can be 
empirically tested, where explicit examples of situations in which it’s advantageous to be past-
thinking and advantageous to be future-thinking are pitted against each other. Counter to practice 
explanations however, Andreou (2010) found no effect of how frequently the individual plays poker. 
If an individual is practiced at looking forwards from frequent poker playing, the practice hypothesis 
would anticipate they’d have a stronger sub-reversal effect.  However, Andreou discussed the 
potentiality of an availability heuristic occurring in regard to self-rated frequency of play, as the 
majority of subjects answered in concordance with the example answer. Contrary to Andreou, Parry 
(2002) found that expertise in football enhanced the super-reversal effect, and thus suggesting that 
domain knowledge may make it easier to predict backwards. However no explanation can be given 
as to why domain knowledge would enhance backwards prediction and not forward. Expertise 
effects are needed to be investigated across different domains to see if Parry’s results generalise. 

The other possibility is that we are innately better at predicting backwards than we are forwards. 
However is it really ever more adaptive to predict the past, than to predict the future? Why would our 
brains have selectively evolved to be good at predicting the past? Even if there were instances 
where there was an advantage in predicting backwards (over forwards), do humans have that 
degree of cognitive flexibility to switch from backward to forward thinking (and vice versa) quickly 
enough for it to be advantageous to have both? Andreou (2010) found that men had a greater sub-
reversal effect than women. This demonstrates that forecasting effects can be subject to individual 
differences. Further individual differences such as IQ, cognitive flexibility, and reflective impulsivity 
(how long each subject contemplates the alternative events before deciding) should be investigated 
to establish their influence on the sub-reversal effect. If it is found that some people are better at 
looking backwards than others, the human species may be benefitting from having some people 
who are specialised backwards thinkers, and some who are specialised forwards thinkers. However 
individual differences explanations fall short of explaining super-reversal effect findings such as 
Clarke and Blake’s (1997). Clarke and Blake used a large sample with equal men and women, so as 
to circumvent prominent individual differences having an effect. 

4  It’s The Way The World Is Built 

If the world is viewed as a sequence of events, this sequence could be more converging, diverging 
or symmetric. A more converging sequence means that there are less possible outcomes as the 
sequence continues. A mostly diverging sequence entails a greater number of possible outcomes as 
it continues. These sequences can be illustrated using game trees (Figure 2). If the world is 
diverging, then this would make it easier to predict backwards in time, as there would be less 
possible outcomes or events to choose from compared to when predicting forward. Thus this would 
be a sufficient explanation for the super-reversal effect. But is the world really built like this? 



 
 
 
 
Entropy 
 
Entropy is the 2nd law of thermodynamics, discovered in the 19th century (Weinert, 2013). Entropy is 
the disintegration of order into chaos within a closed system.  This paper argues that entropy follows 
a converging sequence due to the predictability of chaos. For example, two containers are 
separated by a trapped door. One container holds gas A, and the other holds gas B. If the trap door 
is opened, the two gasses will mix until equilibrium is reached. Once the particles are in equilibrium 
they cannot diverge again, back into order. Therefore on the macro level, entropy predicts 
everything will lead to equilibrium, the final converged state. If the world is ultimately governed by a 
converging sequence, predicting forwards should be easier. An example to illustrate this: it is highly 
predictable that a flammable object set a light will end up in a pile of ashes. However, when 
confronted with a pile of ashes, it is much harder to predict what those ashes used to be. Thus if 
entropy guides the world, predictions should follow a sub-reversal effect. An alternative 
conceptualisation of entropy is of a diverging sequence at the micro level. When particles are 
ordered, there are many future potential ways in which the particles can reach equilibrium. For 
example even if it’s predictable that a glass will eventually smash, there are many different ways and 
directions in which the pieces could fragment and fall – and this is unpredictable. The remainder of 
this essay is an investigation into the properties of time: for this entropy is conceptualised on the 
macro level, as a universally converging sequence. If the universe continues to expand forever, 
entropy predicts that all usable energy will dissipate, due to its conversion to heat. The universe will 
therefore reach a thermal equilibrium, the ‘Heat Death’ (Weinert, 2013, p.33). 
 
Entropy and the Direction of Time 
 
If an asymmetric model of the universe is taken (infinite expansion), entropy is one of the arrows 
used to infer the direction of time (Layzer 1975; Hawking 1988). Boltzmann (1897) suggested that 
the direction of entropy can only be used as an arrow of time in certain parts of the universe - such 
as those that support life (Weinert, 2013, p.59). He theorised that these pockets of high entropy are 
surrounded by areas of equilibrium in which time no longer exists. Therefore according to 
Boltzmann’s theory, entropy is needed for time to exist. Thus time implications for the validity of 
entropy are paramount. 

Figure 2. An illustration of a purely diverging game tree (A) and a purely converging 
game tree (B). 



Other ‘time arrows’ point in the opposite direction, towards order and increasing complexity 
(syntropy). For example the historical arrow allows us to infer the direction of time from the 
geological evolution of the earth, and the biological evolution of species. This arrow points towards 
greater diversity and complexity. A cosmological arrow infers time directionality from the universe 
expanding from chaotic beginnings (the Big Bang) towards the creation of the solar system and 
galaxies. This arrow also follows syntropy: three minutes after the chaos of the Big Bang, four 
elementary particles formed (electrons, neutrinos, protons, and photons), after further cooling stars, 
galaxies and then planets were created (Weinert, 2013, p.31). If the arrow of time instead follows 
syntropy, this could mean the world is diverging. For example, does a greater diversity of elements 
in the universe, lead to a greater number of potential possibilities? 
 
Questioning Entropy’s Relationship to Time 
 
Robert Lanza (2009) argues that entropy doesn't necessarily demonstrate the one way quality of 
time, and that entropy can be explained purely by the random movement of molecules. The natural 
result of molecular movement is mixing or ‘equilibrium’. And movement isn’t time. Lanza describes 
movement as a summation of still frames, animated by an inner conscious sense, giving rise to the 
impression of movement: “motion is created in our minds by running ‘film cells’ together” (Lanza, 
2009, p.100). Lanza argues the nonsensical assignment of directional arrows to chaotic random 
movement. Viewing entropy as a consequence of movement, the resultant structure loss is only a 
loss in our mind. A conscious mind is needed to perceive pattern and order - can a loss of pattern 
and order exist independent of the mind?  
 
Questioning the Irreversibility of Entropy 
 
Entropy can guide us on time directionality; however entropy reciprocally needs directionality of time 
to make sense, due to entropy’s non-reversible properties (Lanza, 2009, p.98). However James 
Maxwell (1872) presented an argument which ultimately led to the reinterpretation of the 2nd law of 
thermodynamics as a statistical probability (Boltzmann, 1904). Maxwell’s demon argument: two 
containers are divided by a partition with a trap-door that can be opened and closed (Figure 3). 
Maxwell’s demon lets only fast particles through one way, and only slow particles through the other 
way. This would raise the temperature of one container but lower the temperature of the other, thus 
equilibrium is not reached. Since, physicists have ferociously tried to show that the demon cannot 
achieve this (Feyman, 1963). However, Maxwell achieved his aim of exposing the weaknesses in 
the 2nd law. Micro-level particles randomly move, therefore statistically it is possible that all 
molecules could return to their original state (Weinert, 2013, p.60). If it’s possible that entropy can 
reverse, then according to Lanza (2009) directionality of time is not necessary to explain entropy. 
However there is an overwhelming probability when dealing with systems comprised of many 
particles that reversibility is unlikely to occur in the life course 
of the universe (Weinert, 2013, p.60).  

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Entropy and the Super-reversal 
 
In summary, it may not be possible to infer the direction of time from entropy, subsequently implying 
that it may not require time to occur. So what does this mean for the super-reversal effect? If the 
world is governed by entropy, this suggests the world is converging, meaning it is easier to predict 
forwards than backwards. However, if entropy governs the world but doesn’t infer a direction of time, 
we cannot make any inferences about the sequential shape of the world, or the order of past and 
future events from entropy.  
 
Does entropy have implications for the super-reversal effect? In a Psychology experiment, possible 
asymmetric structures of the world may not be being picked up on. Andreou (2010) found an 
asymmetric sub-reversal effect in mathematically tested symmetrical poker sequences. In this 
instance, the forecasting effect was not resultant from the shape and nature of the action sequence. 
This evokes questions on whether a universal macro-level converging pattern would be reflected in 
every micro-level sequence in the universe. If there is no continuality between the micro and macro, 
then understanding the sequential shape of the universe is not helpful in understanding the sub-
reversal effect. 
 
‘No Time to Lose’ 

Biocentrism is a new concept (first proposed in 2007 by Robert Lanza) which offers an alternative 
take on the super-reversal effect. Biocentrism argues that the universe is created by life and 
consciousness (not the other way round), and that time is just a creation of the animal mind. If time 
doesn’t exist outside of our mind, the past, present, and future do not exist, they are just an illusion. 
If this is the case, a super-reversal effect is no more irregular or different than a sub-reversal or non-
directional effect, it is just perceived to be. Essentially Biocentrism argues no super-reversal effect 
exists beyond our perceptions, as there is no time without consciousness. 

Our experience of time is as a linear flow of events which we are at the forefront of. However, 
“science has no explanation for why we exist now on the edge of time” (Lanza, 2009, p.109). It’s not 
just humans that process time; we have clocks and instruments to measure time accurately. 
However measuring time doesn't prove it exists. All clocks are doing is comparing two different 
standardised and predictable events, and comparing them on a scale we created (seconds, minutes, 
hours). In the case of watches, quartz crystals vibrate 32,768 times a second (Lanza, 2009, p.108). 
But, humans could have chosen anything to measure time with. "Clocks are simply more rhythmic 
and consistent than flowering buds or rotting apples" (Lanza, 2009, p.109) but theoretically these 
could be used. Thus rhythmic events should not to be confused with time. However, if there is no 
physical time, how can change be explained? In the philosophical literature there is a web of 
arguments attempting to comprehend change without time (see endurantism and perdurantism: 

Figure 3. Szilárd's (1929) interpretation of Maxwell's demon as an entity (Szilard's demon) 
that would need a light source to measure the position of each particle.  (Taken from 
Hmolpedia) 



Figure 5. Diagrams to show (a) linear time (asymmetrical), and (b) closed/circular time 
(symmetrical). (Diagram taken from Weinert, 2013, p.30) 

 

Figure 4. Diagrams to show (a) linear time where either there is a start (the Big Bang) and 
no end (Heat Death), or neither start or end (chaotic inflationary universe); and the 
difference between an asymmetric universe (b) and a symmetric universe (c) where closed 
time would exist. (Diagram taken from Weinert, 2013, p.30) 

 

David Lewis). A Biocentric response is that growth, aging, and evolution are all appearances which 
require the conscious mind to perceive them; and such perceptions would not exist without 
consciousness (Lanza, 2009).  

Various physics experiments draw into question time as we know it. One example is the experiments 
on quantum entanglement using the famous double split experiment (see Lanza, 2009, p.61-67). 
Quantum entanglement occurs when pairs of particles interact in ways which cannot be explained by 
each particle independently. The double-split experiments show that particle A can influence particle 
B, not only instantaneously, but in a way which transcends linear time (i.e. from the future into the 
past) (see Lanza, 2009, Chp.8). This is an example of how the laws of Physics fit a symmetric model 
of the universe (Figure 4). In a symmetrical model there is no direction of time (Figure 5) (Weinert, 
2013, p.39). If the universe is symmetric, how does this explain our asymmetric view? Perhaps our 
asymmetric experience is reducible to purely our mental states (Weinert, 2013, p.41). Alternatively, 
directional time could be a statistical probability, similar to entropy. Finally, it’s possible time is an 
adaptive illusion, useful in reducing confusion from the complexities of the universe.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cosmology predicts an asymmetric model of the universe. Calculations of the universe’s 
accelerating rate of expansion predict infinite growth (Weinert, 2013, p.33). However modern 



cosmology still entertains both symmetric and asymmetric models. Therefore according to 
Cosmologists, it is still possible for the topology of time to be a circle (Figure 4) (Weinert, 2013, 
p.36). If, in the future, it can be shown (inferable from measures of dark matter and energy in the 
universe: Weinert, 2013, p.33) that the universe is symmetric (i.e. it will eventually shrink and end in 
a Big Crunch) humans could infer ‘closed time’ from this (Weinert, 2013, p.36). The most widely 
accepted theory in Philosophy, like Physics, is that of non-linear ‘closed’ time. Philosophers refer to 
B theory: the theory that the past, present and future are all equally real. Closed time could explain 
the mixed findings in the super-reversal literature. Closed time would mean it’s just as likely to be 
able to predict the ‘past’ as the ‘future’ as they are equally presently occurring. To explain a super-
reversal effect in closed time, there would have to be other factors in play, such as narrative 
properties, pulling the bias towards the backwards condition. Unless time is asymmetric and 
currently running backwards. Many cosmologists agree that in ‘reverse time’ our temporal 
experiences would not change (Weinert, 2013, p.40) and we would not be aware of time running 
backwards. Although backwards time is a concept mostly associated with a symmetric universe in 
its shrinking stage. Cosmological measurements however, tell us our universe is currently expanding 
(Weinert, 2013, p.33).  

Final words 

This is the first report to offer an in-depth exploration into the 4th explanation for the super-reversal 
effect “it’s the way the world is”; and the first to investigate what a Biocentric standpoint would mean 
for the super-reversal effect. Most prominently the removal of tenses and time would mean that the 
super-reversal effect does not exist, as there is no past or future to predict into. This report also 
highlights the advantages of collaborating with different disciplines in science. Using Physics, 
Philosophy, Cosmology, and Biology to help explain a psychological phenomenon is a unique 
approach, and one which Psychology could look to benefit from using, when similar seemingly 
unexplainable phenomena arise in the future. 
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